Smart HeelTM Instructions
TM

Smart Heel Anatomy

Click Here to Print

Insert the heel of your shoe into
the Opening of the Smart Heel.
(Illustration 2)
Make sure you have the correct
Smart Heel model for your shoes
by using the Smart Heel GuideTM
on the next page.
Cut along the dotted lines of the
Smart Heel Guide and place your
heel in the cut-out.
(Illustration 1)

1.

2.

Rest the bottom of the heel
against the upper portion of the
Clamps. Do not insert heel into
clamps yet.
(Illustration 3)

Push the Bottom Tab of Smart
Heel IN and then UP the heel of the
shoe until the heel is flush with
Don’t cut the Leaf too short. The
the Bottom Tab of Smart Heel,
upper portion of the Leaf MUST
making sure the heel is fully
TOUCH the underside of the shoe.
surrounded by the Clamps.
(Illustration 6)
(Illustration 4)
NOTE: If the top of the Leaf hits
the shoe before the bottom of the
shoe’s heel is flush with the
Bottom Tab of Smart Heel, trim the
4.
Leaf with scissors along the
grooved Leaf Lines, one line at a
time.
(Illustrations 4 & 5)
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6.
3.

5.

Don’t bend the Leaf to fit the shoe.
The Leaf should rest gently
against the underside of the shoe.
(Illustration 7)

smart heel guide

TM

template

Fold here

Fold here

Ensure you have the correct Smart Heel
model for your shoes by using this Smart
Heel Guide.
Print out this page and cut along the dotted lines.
Fold where indicated.
Place your heel in the cut-out so that the bottom
of the heel rests on the line and the semi-circle of
the guide wraps around the heel.
The heel should fit both ways as shown:

a
perfect
fit

Smart Heel can be customized for
each pair of shoes and is designed
to “remember” your heel. Because
of these features, the makers of
Smart Heel strongly recommend
using a separate pair of Smart
Heels for each pair of shoes.
* the tango model is not recommended for round post heels or
heels covered in patent leather *

As long as the heel does not overlap the cutout. Smart Heel will fit.
“Smart Heel”, “Smart Heel Guide” and “If the Shoe Fits...Protect It”
are trademarks of Bach Enterprises, LLC.

